We describe experiments demonstrating the generation of ultrafast, high strain rate acoustic waves in a precompressed transparent medium at static pressure up to 24 GPa. We also observe shock waves in precompressed aluminum with transient pressures above 40 GPa under precompression. Using ultrafast interferometry, we determine parameters such as the shock pressure and acoustic wave velocity using multiple and single shot methods. These methods form the basis for material experiments under extreme conditions which are challenging to access using other techniques.
The way in which a material responds to an incident shock wave is relevant to a broad spectrum of important topics including the interpretation of seismic waves, the composition and dynamics of planetary interiors, weapons development, and fundamental questions in condensed phase physics 1, 2 . Ultrafast shock wave techniques have great potential for the investigation of material dynamics and chemical reactions with ultrafast compression [3] [4] [5] . In particular, such experiments can initiate bond dynamics via a change in the thermodynamic state on an ultrafast time scale, enabling the study of physical chemistry without photolysis. Furthermore, studies at high pressure allow experiments to be initiated from a wide variety of initial thermodynamic states -near a phase transition for instance. Although shock compression from room pressure can achieve extremely high temperatures and pressures, precompressed shocked materials can achieve high pressure at relatively low temperature 1, 6 . Finally, ultrafast shocks occur on a time and length scale that is directly accessible to molecular dynamics simulations (which are currently limited to 100s nm/1 ns scale), and may thus be used to provide detailed verification of molecular-scale models. Here we use ultrafast interferometry to investigate the dynamics of ultrafast shock waves in materials under precompression in a diamond anvil cell. Acoustic waves and shock waves were observed in multiple shot and single shot (i.e. destructive) experiments, respectively. For strain wave (~1% strain) experiments, sub-μJ, ultrafast pump pulses are tightly focused onto a 200 nm Al film which coats one inner face of one diamond in a diamond anvil cell (DAC), as shown in Fig. 1 , in which precompression > 100 GPa may be obtained for sufficiently small culet sizes. Pump-induced thermal expansion over the deposition depth (~ 50 nm) of the Al film launches an acoustic wave that travels through the film and enters a mixture of 4:1 methanol/ethanol, which serves as the pressure medium and the sample. The velocity of the acoustic wave is measured by ultrafast time-resolved interferometry ( Fig. 1 ) 4, 7, 8 . Although ultrafast pump-probe techniques are well known in the study of acoustics 4, 5, [7] [8] [9] , to our knowledge the present work is the first application of ultrafast interferometry in a DAC. A 5 ps time-delayed probe and reference pair enter the DAC on the side opposite the pump at a variable time delay after the pump and a pump induced phase shift is measured, as described in detail elsewhere 4, 8 . The measured phase delay provides information on the surface displacement of the Al layer and the velocity of the shock wave in the pressure medium. With averaging, phase noise less than 2 mrad (corresponding to 0.1 nm displacement) can be obtained for multiple shot (~40 shots per time delay) experiments. In the present experiment all pulses are obtained from an amplified 1 kHz, Ti:Sapphire laser system with a wavelength of 800 nm. To avoid effects of self-focusing, the pump pulse was chirped to 800 fs.
Time series of phase shift vs. delay after pump arrival for various pressures are shown in Fig. 2 . The data were obtained by measuring phase shifts for pump-probe delays spaced by 5 ps (i.e. 5 ps, 10 ps, 15 ps, etc.), such that the probe delay for a given pump delay corresponds to the reference delay for the subsequent pump delay. The total phase shift shown in Fig. 2 is the sum of all differential phase shifts up to the indicated time step. The data may be qualitatively divided into two contributions: a fast rise between 40-50 ps (corresponding to the arrival of the shock wave at the Al surface), followed by oscillatory variation of the phase that can be assigned to motion of the acoustic wave into the methanol/ethanol pressure medium. Static pressure (GPa)
The strain induced by the acoustic front, launched away from the Al film, modulates the index of refraction in the alcohol mixture. A scanning etalon between the shock front and the Al film results, which periodically modulates the reference-probe phase difference. This signal is analogous to reflectivity (and more recently phase) modulation found in acoustic wave measurements through transparent materials 10, 11 . To interpret the phase shift, we assume the reflectivity of the acoustic wave is small compared to the reflectivity of the aluminum layer and consider only first order reflections from the acoustic front. Higher order reflections can be ignored in this case due to the low reflectivity of the acoustic front. As described in refs. 7 and 9, a spectrum of the delayed pulses will be intensity modulated at a frequency
and spectral oscillations at this frequency will exhibit a phase shift Δφ between pumped and unpumped regions of the probe. The measured differential phase may be integrated to give:
for the total phase shift, where R s is the total first order field reflectivity of the acoustic front, R f is the field reflectivity of the aluminum film, s f φ φ − is related to shock wave motion with respect to the Al interface, f φ is related to the motion of the Al interface and all phases are functions of time. Essentially, the measured phase (Δφ) at a given time delay is a finite derivative over the 5 ps probe/reference delay, which may be integrated to give a profile with the form of eq. 1. The acoustic wave velocity through the pressure medium is given by
, where λ is the probe wavelength, n is the index of the material between the acoustic front and the Al interface, and τ p is the period of the phase oscillation 10 . For the pressure dependent index, we assume static values measured by Eggert et al. 12 Error in the absolute velocity measurement comprises statistical error, absolute error resulting from the use of the static index of refraction, and error arising from a dependence of velocity on the pump fluence. The standard deviation of the frequency estimate is given by the Cramer-Rao lower bound 13 , in this case less than +/-1% for the worst signal to noise traces. An absolute determination of the velocity depends on the index of the material between the acoustic front and the Al film, leading to error if the index between the acoustic front and the Al film differs from the static value. A bound on this error may be estimated via the amplitude of the oscillatory term in eq. 2 ( . This corresponds to Fresnel reflections of the probe both as it impinges on the shocked region and as it exits. The maximum amplitude of the measured oscillations is less than 10 mrad, which would give an index modulation at the boundary of less than 1.5 x 10 -2 (n R s ). This would result in a 1% overestimate of the velocity given by the unmodulated refractive index. Assuming the index change downstream from the acoustic front is not sustained, this error estimate for velocity variation owing to an inaccurate index estimate downstream is quite conservative. More generally, when applied to transparent materials at very high strain in shock wave experiments, this method and analogous methods (like VISAR) must accurately account for this effect 14 . Finally, measurements of velocity as a function of pump fluence (shown in Fig. 4 and discussed below) show a variation of the measured velocity approximately 2% over the fluence range tested. We conservatively estimate a maximum variation of 2% in the velocity measurements owing to misalignment between the pump and probe between pressure adjustments in the DAC and variation in pump energy. Errors in the index estimate will overestimate the velocity and errors in the alignment will underestimate the velocity. Given these error estimates, we assign error bars of +/-3% to all velocity measurements. Fig. 3 presents pressure dependent velocities up to 24 GPa precompression. For comparison to low strain, lower frequency sound speeds (~1 GHz), the plot also shows sound speeds in pure methanol (measured by Zaug et al. 15 ) and 4:1 ethanol-methanol, both using impulsive stimulated light scattering (ISLS). Brown et al. give the same velocities for pure ethanol and pure methanol as recorded by Zaug et al. up to 3 GPa with a cited error of 1% 16 . The speeds measured using ultrafast interferometry are equal to or larger than the low strain, low frequency sound speed in pure methanol and 4:1 methanol-ethanol. Zaug et al. observed variation in the sound speed of pure methanol at 3.7 GPa as a function of excitation frequency, which suggests that acoustic dispersion may in part account for the higher acoustic velocities we measure. The excitation frequency used in our 4:1 methanol-ethanol ISLS measurement is ~2x that used in the methanol measurements of Zaug et al.
Velocity measurements as a function of pump fluence (Fig. 4) indicate that the pressure medium exhibits a nonlinear response to strain. As the pump energy is increased, the measured velocity increases. The error bars on the data in Fig. 4 are +/-1%, smaller than the error bars in fig. 3 because these fluence dependent measurements are only meant to demonstrate a relative change in the velocity with pump fluence and pump power can be varied with no realignment (in contrast to static pressure variation, which requires the DAC to be removed and replaced), so error due to index estimation and static pressure modulation is not included. , here we assume R f ~ 1). At 11 GPa, the static index of refraction vs. pressure given by Eggert et al. 12 give the variation of index with pressure as 9.4 x 10 -3 /GPa. Assuming this variation of index with pressure, the phase amplitude of 8 mrad at 11 GPa implies an index difference of ~1.3 x 10 -2 across the acoustic front giving a transient pressure of ~1.4 GPa at 11 GPa static pressure. Using the equation of state estimated by Eggert et al. 12 , a pressure difference in this range implies a strain of approximately 1% at the acoustic front and a strain rate (for a rise that is < 10 ps) greater than 10 9 /s. This is an estimate of the strain near the acoustic front based on the reflectivity (R s ). Strain downstream from the acoustic front is likely smaller. Using this estimate as, the change in pressure across the acoustic front corresponds to a 5% change in sound speed across the acoustic front. This speed modulation across the acoustic front may exhibit shock wave characteristics. At 11 GPa, the sound speed is ~7 km/s. Assuming a spatial extent of <70 nm for the acoustic front (corresponding to <10 ps initial drive duration), a 5% velocity modulation across a step rise in strain will cause the wavefront to steepen to a discontinuity in strain (forming a shock wave) within 200 ps, or 1.4 microns from the Al launch surface, much less than the diameter of the excitation region (20 μm).
Recently, we modified the experimental setup to do single shot shock wave measurements using ~300 ps duration chirped pulses for the pump and probe. The long probe pulse enables 100s of ps of data to be obtained in a single shot and the long pump ensures a sustained shock driving force. Using this technique, we have shocked a 1 micron thick (previous to precompression) aluminum layer to more than 40 GPa, with uniaxial static precompression. Figure 5 shows the phase shift given by deflection of the Al/diamond interface at the center of the pumped region as a function of time. This data was obtained in a single shot which destroyed material at the pump focus. The diamond at the pump focus was converted to black carbon and the aluminum was significantly deformed. We estimate the strength of the shock wave via the method illustrated in Figure 6 . The deformation of the Al/diamond interface is given by the phase shift,
, where Δφ is the phase shift, Δx is the surface deflection, λ is the wavelength and n d is the index of refraction of diamond. Assuming elastic deformation of the diamond, a compressed region expands into the diamond at the diamond sound speed, 18 nm/ps. The thickness of the compressed region is given by Δl=v s Δt, where v s is the diamond sound speed and Δt is the propagation time of the shock wave into the diamond. Given the deformation of the interface and the thickness of compressed material, we calculate the applied strain and determine pressure applied to the diamond via the stress-strain relation using 1.1 TPa as the elastic modulus of diamond under uniaxial compression. The largest sustained slope of the phase data gives about 2.5 radians of phase shift per 100 ps time delay, resulting in about 66 nm of deflection per 1.8 μm of thickness, or about 3.7% strain and 40 GPa maximum applied pressure. This pressure is below the elastic deformation limit of diamond and diamond on the probe side did not appear damaged under optical inspection. Also, the time required for elastic deformation to occur in diamond may be longer than the sustained pressure applied in this experiment. In conclusion, we have directly measured the velocity of high strain rate ultrafast acoustic fronts under high static pressure in a diamond anvil cell. The acoustic velocity of 4:1 ethanol-methanol measured using ultrafast interferometry at high strain rate is equal to or larger than the low strain rate sound speed of methanol and 4:1 methanol-ethanol. Furthermore, the sound speed at high strain rate exhibits a dependence on pump energy. Although high precision data on acoustic wave speeds in Al as a function of static pressure were not obtained in this work, in principle it is possible to measure the time of flight in bulk metals along the DAC axis, and our data demonstrate the feasibility of this proposal. These measurements were performed in a conventional DAC, enabling measurements starting at high static pressure, potentially up to 100 GPa. Furthermore, we have shocked aluminum on an ultrafast timescale and measured the transient pressure using single shot ultrafast interferometry to be >40GPa, starting with uniaxial static precompression in the diamond anvil cell.
A significant consequence of the demonstrated nonlinear acoustic response is the experimental capability to generate and probe previously inaccessible high p,T thermodynamic regimes of materials. For example, ramp and shock wave compression in the DAC can generate states nearer to the cores of giant planets than any other technique 6 . Our results demonstrate the experimental potential to generate such waves. The ability to tune the initial thermodynamic state of a material before applying an ultrafast strain will significantly expand the scope and versatility of investigations into strain induced chemistry 3 and ultrafast phase transitions 17 .
